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One counsel: 

Q:  What percentage of requests for fully costed hourly rate case plans are 

approved? How many of those initially rejected are allowed on internal review / 

appeal? 

A:  The decision to offer hourly rates rests with the LAA. For a case to be considered 

exceptional, a two-part test is applied: 

 

1. The costs at hourly rates must be more than 30% of the costs calculated using events 

2. The increased costs must be because of the exceptional circumstances of the case  

 

Many of the cases granted on review are granted because further information has been 

provided that helps to explain why the circumstances of the case make it exceptional. 

From 1 October 2021 to 1 October 2022 the LAA received 132 applications for fully costed 

case plans. Of those: 

 

• 47% were granted  

• 48% were refused  

• 7 applications remain outstanding, awaiting further information 

• 14 applications were sent to the Independent Costs Adjudicator. Of those, 13 
applications were refused, and 1 application was granted.  

 

 

Q: Can we change from events to hourly rates? If not, is there anything to stop us 

de-registering the case, then requesting to register again at hourly rates? 

A: Yes, it is possible to change from events to hourly rates, however, you cannot 

deregister a case and subsequently request to register. You may deregister the case if it is 

no longer high cost i.e. the total costs are not expected to exceed £25k. However, this 

would mean that the case is subject to the initial existing cost limit i.e. the cost limit that 

applied prior to your request to register the case as high cost (not £32.5K).  

 

The assessment of whether a case is exceptional is made at the point of registration. 

However, if events does not remunerate you fairly, the LAA can (in some circumstances) 

re-consider whether a case is exceptional. If you request that the LAA does not treat a 

case as high cost, the question as to whether a case can subsequently be treated as 

exceptional will not arise as costs will be limited to £25k. 

 

Q: Non-care cases are allocated to the full case plan scheme. What are the typical 

criteria that would allow such a case to be moved to run under the Care Case Fee 

Scheme (CCFS)? 
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A: The LAA can agree to run private law / related matters under the events model where a 

case follows a similar path to care proceedings. This is for administrative purposes only. 

Q: Should the previous firm's costs be included in the summary in the case plan? 

A: It is preferable to have an ‘additional’ pre-contract stage with work from the start of the 

certificate to the previous firms end of involvement, followed by a further pre contract stage 

with the current firms costs from the beginning of their cover to the registration of high 

cost. 

Q: When there is pre contract work at a mix of both High Court and County Court 

rates, should a case plan have two pre contract stages? 

A: Separating different rates into different sections does make considering a plan easier. It 

is certainly acceptable to use a separate stage. 
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Two counsel 

Q: Where can we find the Family Graduated Fee (FGF) rates? 

A: Links to the FGF guidance and the FGF calculator:  

• FGF Guidance  

• FGF Calculator 

 

Q: On two counsel matters, if junior counsel are instructed throughout with 10 or 

fewer main hearing days, can junior counsel stay on Family Advocacy Scheme 

(FAS) rates, even if leading counsel is claiming FGF rates? 

 

A: If junior counsel are happy to remain on FAS rates and have received payment then the 

LAA may agree to this. It has been accepted in the past, and may be acceptable on 

specific cases moving forward, but must be specifically agreed with the case manager. 

 

Q: Where would we include the justification for the special preparation for counsel? 

Would this be in the narrative or the enhancement section of a case plan? 

 

A: This should be included in the enhancement section. There is a section on the CLAIM5 

for special preparation. 

https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/ukgwa/20130206215723/https:/www.justice.gov.uk/downloads/legal-aid/fee-schemes/fgfsrevisedguidance-august2009.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/790347/FGF_tool.xls
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One and two counsel 

Q: Are you able to confirm the understanding of assessment of emails for case 

plans? 

A: This is under review because correspondence methods have changed since the 

assessment guidance was written. Until this review is complete, the LAA must review 

correspondence based on the current assessment guidance. 

Q: What is the current timescale for agreeing final case plans?  

A: You can view timescales on GOV.UK. If you haven’t had a response within the 

published timescales you should submit a case enquiry via CCMS. 

Q: What are the typical markers for the start and end of a stage? 

A: The LAA cannot dictate how long a stage should be. You can choose the length of a 

stage, but it should be in the future and you should record a start and end date. Short 

stages may result in the stage being retrospective by the time it is agreed which is not 

ideal. 

Q: What is the difference between counsel claiming FAS or FGF? 

 

A: Junior counsel can / will claim FAS in Section 8 cases (non-care cases). In two counsel 

cases junior counsel may choose to use FAS. 

 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/civil-processing-dates#high-cost-family
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General 

Q:  Billing claims are always reduced, and the offer is dependent upon how many 

page 5s are completed (30- to 60 minutes per page 5 is allowable). This is rarely 

indicative of how much work is required to produce the claim. Can billing claims be 

considered in time as opposed to the amount of page 5s completed? 

A: The LAA are bound by the current assessment guidance.  

Q: When are you going to change the hourly rate case plan template? It very difficult 

to work with, for example different fonts and sizes in different sections, different line 

spacing, etc. 

A:  The LAA are planning to update the template. 

Q: I have drafted two pre contract bills for two hourly rate cases. All the information 

I submitted has been lost on CCMS after various upgrades.  Can I submit a bill 

summary and bill report instead? 

A: The billing team will accept a bill entered at summary level, providing there is 

information provided in support of the claim. If the summary bill was uploaded to the case 

plan task, there should be a copy document you can use as evidence. 

Q: In an event care case there is an appeal which is to be claimed at hourly rates. 

How does counsel claim the hourly rates fees? 

A: Once a case is identified as high cost, all bill line options should be available in CCMS, 

including FAS, events, and hourly rates.
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